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ABSTRACT 

Debugging tools utilizing large data structures such as those specified in IDL would be 

greatly aided by a graphical display of the data structures. Such a facility coupled with 

other facilities to keep track of changes to the data structures and to provide access to the 

declaration of a particular data instance, would greatly improve programmer productivity. 

Providing this facility as a service that is both portable and independently accessible 

over the network would provide a true debugging facility in a multi-user distributed 

environment. A high resolution pictorial display of data structures, combined with a 

good user interface, a display server for multiple access over the network, a mechanism 

to freeze the display, and a means to browse the data should provide a better debugging 

environment for programs using complex data structures, xidlview is designed to provide 

these features while maintaining performance and robustness. It runs under the Xll 

environment and is portable to machines running a variant of the 4.3 BSD Unix operating 

system. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Program development utilizing large data structures of heterogeneous data types re

quire tools that support display of such structures. Current debugging environments need 

to be enhanced to meet such requirements. Such tools should display data structures at 

the same conceptual level at which the programmer created them in order to be useful 

for program development. 

The Interface Description Language (IDL) [Snodgrass 1988] provides facilities to define 

data structures made up of scalar and aggregate types including sets and sequences. 

Standard Unix debuggers such as dbx do not provide facilities to display complex data 

structures at their level of conceptualization. Hence, they are not well suited to display 

IDL data structures. 

The data structures could be displayed in the form of a graph. Complex data structures 

could be clearly and compactly represented using graphs. Also, relationships between 

nodes could be better expresses in graphical form than text. An incremental graph display 

method would be suitable for the graph layout because large data structures could be 

handled maintaining fast response time with smaller main memory requirements. 
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Enhancements to the display include a mechanism to freeze the display in a separate 

window and a means to identify IDL instances across the main window and frozen win

dows. A frozen window displays the contents of an IDL instance along with the time 

stamp at which it was frozen. This mechanism assists the user in tracing changes to IDL 

instances. 

The display could be provided as a service. Debugging sessions could connect up to the 

server to obtain an individual display. Multiple debugging sessions could have displays 

associated with them. This provides a debugging service accessible over the network in a 

multi-user environment. 

The display could also be associated with a specification browser. The browser displays 

the declarations for a particular IDL instance in a separate window. 

This thesis describes idlview, a program that displays IDL data instances in the form 

of a graph along with the features described above, idlview supports both the XI1 and 

Sunview window systems, xidlview refers to the version of idlview on XI1 and sidlview 

refers to the Sunview version, xidlview and sidlview are derived from IDLView developed 

by Ralph Cook, sidlview is a redesigned version of IDLView that has good modularization 

and a few minor enhancements to improve its efficiency, xidlview includes several new 

features that make it more powerful and useful, xidlview and sidlview are integrated to 

form idlview. 

Chapter 2 examines previous research in debuggers, data displays, graph algorithms 

and in other features involved in idlview. Chapter 3 explains the problem of displaying 

large data structures and suggests several enhancements that would alleviate some of these 
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problems. Chapter 4 details the requirements that idlview should meet. It also describes 

the constraints under which idlview should work. Chapter 5 describes the methodology 

and algorithms upon which idlview is based. Chapter 6 provides a detailed look at the 

incremental layout algorithm used for the graph display. The algorithm is described in 

pseudo-code. Chapter 7 concludes by listing future enhancements that could improve 

idlview. Appendix A contains a detailed design specification. That defines the interface 

to each of the modules in idlview. Appendix B is the man page for idlview. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Previous Work 

This chapter discusses previous work done on issues that are related to xidlview. These 

include data displays, layout algorithms and debuggers. 

2.1 Window Based Debuggers 

There are several window based debuggers in existence. Vax DEBUG [Beander 1983] 

provides multiple windows, a source code display, and a prompt for entering debugger 

commands, dbxtool [Adams 1986] provides a window based debugging interface to dbx 

with support for windows, buttons, menus and mouse interaction, dbxtool also provides 

support for creating user defined buttons which call user defined functions. Using this 

feature, it is possible to customize the user interface to some extent. Ups [Bovey 1987] 

provides a better user interface. The debugged program's current state is displayed in the 

form of a hierarchically structured document in which items of interest can be expanded 

to show more detail. User interaction is via a system of menus and editable sub-fields, the 

intention being to create a debugger which has a lot of functionality but is easy to learn 

and use. DeMon [Krause 1989] is designed as a display front-end to a symbolic debugger, 
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providing a window based interface to a conventional debugger. Incense [Myers 1983] 

displays data structures pictorially in a window. 

2.2 Graph Displays 

There are many graph display implementations that are designed to display an aes

thetically pleasing layout [Myers 1983, Jablonowski 1990, Rowe 1987, Sugiyama 1981]. 

Sugiyama's algorithm deals with layout of directed graphs with no cycles. Rowe's algo

rithm is based on Sugiyama's algorithm with several modifications to it. Some of the 

modifications include handling cycles and fine tuning node positions and graph edges. 

Several heuristics have been employed for this purpose. The Gansner approach draws 

directed graphs by reading a list of nodes and edges, computing a layout and then writing 

a PIC or PostScript description of the picture. Optional drawing instructions specify the 

way nodes are drawn, attach labels and control spacing. These graph algorithms operate 

on the whole graph and aim at a better layout than at better responsiveness. Debuggers 

employing incremental graph layout algorithms for displaying data structures have not 

been reported as yet. 

2.3 Freezing Displays 

Freezing of displays to represent the state of debugging information is another function 

that would be of immense use in a debugging environment. This would provide the user 

with a lot of past information about the values in the data structures at different points 

in time during debugging, thus providing a sequence of snapshots of the data structures. 
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Frozen displays could support both text and graphics display modes and could provide 

additional facilities to locate certain data structures. This topic has not been explored in 

detail in current literature. 

2.4 Integrating Specification Browsers with Debuggers 

Specification browsers integrated into the programming environment have been imple

mented as part of the programming environment and not as part of the debugger. In 

Smalltalk [Goldberg 1983] the browser and the debugger are utilities supported as part of 

the Smalltalk environment. Browsers that are integrated with debuggers have not been 

found in the literature. 

2.5 Client-Server Approach 

The client-server paradigm for constructing distributed applications has been widely 

used. Several applications using the model exist. Services offered by the system are 

usually implemented using this approach. With the advent of Remote Procedure Call 

(RPC) [Birrell 1984] the distributed approach to building complex systems is encouraged. 

However, this approach as applied to debuggers has not been extensively explored. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Problem Description 

This chapter describes the problems that existed while debugging IDL programs before 

idlview was available. It also outlines how the facilities provided by idlview solve these 

problems. 

3.1 AER 

The Ascii External Representation (AER) [Snodgrass 1987] represents IDL instances 

as sequences of ASCII characters. The problems that exist while using the AER for 

displaying IDL instances are the large size of the AER file through which the user has 

to search through, the lack of an easy way to resolve the location of references, and the 

lack of proper formatting of the output for easy comprehension. Viewing a large data 

structure in text form inherently presents problems in interpretation. 

3.2 DBXTOOL 

There are also problems in using dbxtool to examine IDL instances. The main problem 

is the tedium involved. The programmer must type many commands involving long data 

structure representations to view a small part of the IDL instance. A fair knowledge 
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of how each of the IDL types are represented is also needed. For example, in order to 

determine the type of a member in a sequence thisCL, the following has to be entered at 

the dbx prompt. 

(dbxtool) print thisCL.list.value.IDLclassCommon.IDLhidden 

thisCL->list->value.IDLclassCommon->IDLhidden = { 

TypelD = 8 

Touched = 0 

Shared = 0 

> 

Once the type is determined by examining the TypelD field, the value can be obtained. 

(dbxtool) print *thisCL->list.value.Vcommercial.customer 

*thisCL->list->value.Vcommercial_customer = { 

IDLhidden = { 

TypelD = 8 

Touched = 0 

Shared = 0 

> 
name = 0x20004 "Itty-Bitty Machine, Inc." 

location = 0x2a504 

customer.number = 1 

balance = 11.109999656677246 

contacts = 0x2a51c 

types = (nil) 

> 

3.3 IDLView 

IDLView [Cook 1988] tries to solve many of the problems mentioned above. It provides 

a separate window to display IDL instances. The node to be displayed is selected by the 

user in a dbxtool window. Further expansions of sequences/sets can be done by mouse 

clicks in the IDLView window. Upon expansion, the nodes are displayed along with the 

names of the fields of the node and their value. This eliminates the tedium involved with 

typing. For example, to display the same information in the example for dbxtool would 

take just four mouse clicks in the IDLView window. 
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IDLView Active 

(1) custoroer_list is ROOT DISPLAY NODE 

Pv " list <customer> (1 element) 

(2) cosmercial_customer is element 1 of (1).list 

aaintenance_nuaber 111222333 
name "Itty-Bitty Machine, Inc." 
location [address] 
customer_number 1 
balance 11.11 
contacts {String) (2 elements) 
types {industry_code) (uninitialized) 

Figure 3.1: IDLVlEW Display 

Since IDLView runs in a separate window, local window manipulation features could 

be added to it easily. Two of those that are part of IDLView are, displaying the address 

in user space for each node and their fields, and, selecting a port which causes nodes to 

be displayed with only the attributes declared for the IDL structure associated with that 

port. 

3.4 Enhancements 

There are several enhancements over IDLView that could improve the way IDL in

stances are displayed. IDLView displays IDL instances in a text form as shown in Figure 

3.1. Links between nodes in IDLView are represented in the header of each node. Sets, 

are represented using "C and and sequences using "<" and ">". A better represen

tation would be to display instances and their interrelationships in the form of boxes and 

arrows between them, idlview uses this graphical approach. 

Another enhancement would be to offer a flexible interconnection between the IDLView 

process and the user process. This would help the user in reusing an existing IDLView 

window, thereby giving the user a fast startup. This would also help the user change 
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the IDLView session that is being used to another one, say on a different machine with a 

lighter load. Also, if the IDLView session crashes due to some network problems, the user 

could continue the debugging on another IDLView window. Multiple IDLView sessions 

would provide for multi-user characteristics. A user could startup many different dbx to 

IDLView bindings and hence debug several programs at the same time. Also, many users 

could concurrently use IDLView to debug their programs at the same time. At present, 

this is not possible using IDLView. This requirement would necessitate developing the 

new version of IDLView as a server that could accept multiple connections and would 

bind many independent server processes to each client, idlview aims at providing these 

enhancements and would therefore need a more powerful process structure. 

A mechanism to freeze the display containing a node would provide a record of the 

state of a particular IDL instance at a particular time. This would help the user trace 

the changes that occur to the node during program execution. Another facility that 

is associated with this is a history mechanism that would highlight all instances of a 

particular node in the main window and all frozen windows. This would help the user 

track changes to a particular node in an efficient manner. 

Integrating IDLView with the specification browser would help the user understand the 

structure of an IDL instance that is displayed in IDLView. idlview provides an interface 

to a specification browser, idlbrowse. 

These features are the subject of this thesis and are covered in detail in the subsequent 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

idlview Requirements 

This chapter describes some of the constraints placed on idlview by hardware and soft

ware resources and also decisions taken about how idlview interacts with these resources 

and with the user. 

4.1 Hardware and Software Selection 

4.1.1 Hardware Platform 

idlview is an interactive tool with graphical output capability. It has other workstation 

features such as command buttons, pull-down menus and popup displays. A workstation 

supporting a bit-mapped high resolution display is required to implement these capabil

ities. A collection of networked Sun workstations was chosen for this project because of 

their ready availability. These workstations possess a bit mapped display capability and 

the IDL toolkit has been ported to them. 

4.1.2 Window System 

The X window system [Scheifler 1986] was chosen as the window environment on which 

idlview would run. X is emerging as the de facto window standard for workstations, and 

offers portability. It also offers network transparency for applications executing under 

this environment. This gives us flexibility in separating the idlview application and its 

display and distributing it over the network. X also provides the opportunity to interface 

other X applications with idlview. One of them is xdbx, which is an X window interface 

to the standard dbx debugger. With version 11 release 4 now released, X gives us many 
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useful features that would be needed in implementing idlview. Also, supporting new user 

interface standards such as OSF/Motif and Open Look would involve a few changes only 

as these standards are based on X. The changes will be localized to the user interface 

functions that would be invoked and not to the design of the user interface. Ports to 

these user interface standards would also be attempted in this thesis. 

4.1.3 Debugger 

Another decision to be made is the symbolic debugger that is used to debug the user 

program. In the X environment there are three choices. One is to use dbx running in an 

xterm window. This does not take advantage of workstation features such as interaction 

using the mouse cursor and buttons. Another choice is to use the xdbx debugger which 

is an application running on X providing a interactive window interface to dbx. In order 

to use xdbx 'm conjunction with idlview, its button interface has to be extended to invoke 

specific commands to interact with idlview. The third choice is to use Sun's dbxtool. 

dbxtool does not run on X, but it does run under Open Windows. Hence, dbxtool can be 

used along with idlview only under the Open Windows environment. All three of these 

choices are supported by idlview. The choice of which debugger to use is left to the user. 

In general idlview offers support to any debugger that runs under the X environment 

and provides a facility that allows invoking a user defined function through the debugger 

interface. 

4.1.4 Inter-Process Communication 

The BSD socket abstraction [Leffler 1989] is used for communication between the user 

process and idlview. This choice was made because of the asynchronous nature of com

munication between the two processes and also because of the flexibility offered by socket 

communication. 

The communication protocol between the two processes needs to support reliable 

stream based communication. TCP [Comer 1988] was chosen for this purpose. 
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4.2 Program Structure 

In implementing idlview, the goals of idlview, namely, execution speed and avoiding 

changes to the user's code, have been retained. In fact, due to many performance im

provements and extensive restructuring, the speed of the display and the robustness of 

the system have been considerably improved. Also, the size of the idlview executable is 

much smaller than that of idlview in lieu of these improvements. An important quality 

of a debugging tool is that it displays data structure instances at the same level at which 

the programmer created them. Using the graphical approach to displaying instances, we 

feel this goal will be achieved. 

The user program executing inside the debugger is a distinct process communicating 

with the idlview process. There are several advantages in isolating these two programs in 

separate address spaces [Birrell 1984]. Apart from these, such an isolation avoids linking 

the X library with the user program. This results in a smaller and faster user process. 

4.3 Command Interface 

The user interacts with at least two windows on the screen. One is the debugger 

window running the user program, and the other is the idlview window, dbx provides a 

mechanism to execute commands on startup. The commands are stored in the .dbxinit 

file in the user's home directory. Two commands were added. 

• idlview : This command establishes communication between the user process and 

an idlview window. It queries the user for the names of the machines on which the 

idlview server and its display are to be located. 

• shownode : This sends a node from the user process to idlview in order to be 

displayed in text or graphic form. 

xdbx does not provide such an easy way to customize the debugger. The xdbx source 

was modified to create buttons which when depressed invoke the above two commands. 
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The idlview window has several features. A CANDLE file can be read in any time when 

the idlview window is inactive (not in session) by using the Candle file select option. 

An IDL port can be selected using the select port option. An option to reset the idlview 

window is provided. This option, reestablishes communication between this idlview session 

and the user process. This is useful in case an error occurs in communication or in display. 

The explain option displays the declaration specification of the selected IDL instance in a 

separate window running idlbrowse. The display switch option changes the display format 

of IDL instances from text to graphics and vice versa. This allows the programmer to 

choose the type of output desired. The print option prints the text or graphics output 

on the idlview window on a user specified printer or on standard output. The expand 

option expands an attribute into its constituent node(s). In the textual display mode the 

user expands nodes manually. In the graphical version, nodes are automatically expanded 

when the user scrolls the display. The more detail option provides display of the internal 

representation of the data. This usually is the address of this instance in the user's 

address space. The freeze option copies the current session in the main window onto a 

newly created window, thus capturing a snapshot of the session. The data in the newly 

created window provides a frozen image of the current session at a particular time and 

cannot be further modified. The end session option terminates the current idlview display 

session and transfers control back to the debugger. The user could then continue with 

the debugging process. The history option highlights instances of that node name in all 

frozen windows. If the main window has more than one instance of this node, then a 

list of all the positions where this node appears is provided. The user then chooses a 

particular location of interest, upon which that location is highlighted. 

4.4 idlview Display 

The idlview window in text mode, as shown in Figure 4.1, has three main subwindows. 

They are the display subwindow, the command subwindow, and the status subwindow. 

The idlview window in graphical mode for the same IDL instance is shown in Figure 4.2. 

The display subwindow encloses the region where IDL instances are displayed. This could 
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(1) functions la ROOT DISPLAY NODE 

tyn_(unc_teq < function) (1 eleaent) 

(2) function it eleaent 1 of (1). tyn_func_ttq (detail: node at 00023640, value at 00024008) 

•yn_naae |»yr>_na»e) 
•yn~return_type jtyn~return_type| 
•yn-Tparaaeters <foraal parameter) (1 element) 
eyn_def iru tion |tyn_de Fjnition| 

(3) identifier it (2).tyn_naae (detail: 16 bytee at tddr 00023909) 

lex_token "foo* 
lex^pot eource_potition (private type) 

(4) int it (2). tyr\_returi\_type 

(5) foraal_paraaeter it element 1 of (2). eyn_paraaetert 

eyn_parta_typt ieyn_par*»_typej 

(6) binary^operation it (2).tyn_definition 

tea exp type (tea exo type} 
(•yn'opi syn_op 

eyn~left 
tyn~ciqht 

|syn_left| 
jtyn'nghtl 

(7) identifier it (5).tyn_na»e 

lex_tok*n *h' 
lexjot tource_potition (private type) 

(6) int it (S). eyn_paraa_type 

(9) i>\L it (6). eea_axp_type 

(10) tiaet it (6).tyn_op 

(11) imary_operation it (6).tyn.left 

fend9es]fhelp](exptnd](aor dtljfael port](cdl file](freete| [gri£^^qo^(Sjigt_dijpl^yjio^(£tfr»>^[vtr»ion](quit| 
terver id: 1||Text Display((Connect Status: Active) 

Figure 4.1: idlview Display in Text Mode 
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<14> taettWM 
<fi#wtion> <t >|i 

<1B> finctton 

tft*f)_naav) 

ftyi.rvturn.tUP9 
•y>j*vw»t«r» <fdnul jiriMUr> Teaenlj, 
•yn_«r* Inttton 

(it) fwnljrwur 

C»*n_n«wJ 

<19) binary, DM ration 

tfp* (MW.VHR.ttf>*) 

W.op Cs^V.ep} ^ 

*VUl*ft 

(1%) U7> tnt 
l*K.t6fc«n •foo* 
IMJDI MurM^Mltion <priv«t* twp* 

(20) ItftnUfier <21> int 

(2V) for**J_Mr»wt»rR#f <31> intmr.eonfttant 

IrifeMlu* 13 •#».«ntltg (MA.tntltg) Itx.vtlu* 

(3C> i4*ntlfi*r (34) far*<|>irwUr <33) Int I <K> int (37) tnt 

<ZB) blmrv. tpvritlon 
(tM*.«xp.t^«] 

*v\-op !»*>-<*) J 
i j/ j 

•yurlCftt 

<30> plu» (29) tnt 

CeyiA—3 
'W.HN t»g^#«f<Ct^p») 

[cnds^[he^(«yand|f^r^dtl]faeI_portjfcdl file|[fr<ege]fidentif^[det«c^f<^l^|^(prijrit|^goto|^chgig»^ditpU|y^>o^n^ 
1 server id: l)for»phic» Pitplfcy ffconnect Status Active | 

Figure 4.2: idlview Display in Graphical Mode 
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be in graphical form in which case the subwindow would be a graphic subwindow, or in 

textual form in which case the subwindow would be a text subwindow. The command 

subwindow contains the buttons that trigger built-in actions. The status subwindow 

indicates the status of communication between idlview and the user process. The status 

values are Active, Inactive, and Unconnected. There are also two scrollbars, one horizontal 

and one vertical. These facilitate scrolling and panning over the entire display canvas. 

In the textual mode of display, the display format of IDL instances used is the same 

as the one in idlview. In the graphical mode of display, rectangular boxes are used to 

represent nodes, and arrows are used to represent edges between nodes. When idlview is 

performing some layout computation the clock cursor is displayed. Error messages and 

all dialog with the user are implemented using popup windows. Help is provided at all 

levels by displaying help text in a popup window. 

4.5 Summary of Requirements 

In order to overcome many of the deficiencies present in the earlier methods used to 

view IDL instances, idlview should implement the following features. 

• Run under the 4.3 BSD operating system or a variant. 

• Run under the X window system environment. 

• Provide support for graphical and textual display of IDL instances and provide 

interchangeability between the two. 

• Implement a fast incremental graph display algorithm which displays IDL instances 

close to the level of conceptualization. 

• Provide flexibility and transparency in locating the various idlview processes and 

the display. 

• Provide support for multiple idlview sessions, each controlled independently by user 

processes. Also facilitate reuse of idle idlview sessions by other user processes. 
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Offer a facility to freeze the display in a separate window at any point of time. 

Provide a way of locating all instances of a particular node in the main window and 

all frozen windows. 

Integrate the specification browser to facilitate display of type specifications of IDL 

instances. 

Provide help at all levels. 

Provide a error recovery mechanism to resets the communication link between 

idlview and the user process in the event of error. 

Provide a facility to print the contents of the idlview window on a printer. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Internal Design 

This chapter highlights the algorithms involved and the decisions made on what data 

structures are selected. This chapter gives an overview on how idlview works. The next 

chapter gives a more detailed view about some of the algorithms implemented in idlview. 

5.1 Structure of the idlview system 

The idlview system comprises multiple processes communicating with each other. Fig

ure 5.1 gives a schematic diagram of the various processes involved in idlview and their 

interactions. We will explain more of the process structure in a later section. The 

idlview program is well modularized; its structure is discussed in detail in Appendix A. 

There are four major enhancements to idlview that are implemented in idlview. 

1. Incremental graphical display of IDL instances. 

2. Client-Server model of communication between user process and idlview. 

3. Snapshot of IDL instances by freezing the display. 

4. Integration of idlview with a specification browser. 

The following sections describe each of the above topics in more detail. 

5.2 Graphical Display of IDL Instances 

idlview supports textual display of instances similar to idlview. In addition, idlview 

also supports displaying instances in a pictorial fashion by laying out the node as a graph 
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Figure 5.1: idlview Process Structure and Initialization Sequence 
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incrementally. Users can switch between a graphical display and a textual display for the 

node displayed in the idlview window instantaneously. 

In the text mode, instances are displayed in the text window. Attributes which are 

of type sequences, sets, nodes or classes can be expanded to display all the contained 

elements. A display session can be started in the user process when the user requests 

display of a particular node. Sessions can be ended in the idlview window after viewing 

the selected node. Further sessions can be started to display other nodes which are of 

interest. Sessions are started sequentially and text corresponding to all the sessions viewed 

using this idlview window are visible to the user by scrolling the text window backwards. 

In the graphical mode, instances that are requested by the user to be displayed are 

represented using bit-mapped graphics. A directed graph represents an IDL instance. It 

may contain a single node or many nodes interconnected by edges. Attributes of a node 

are sequences or sets of many nodes. The full graph for the instance is the transitive 

closure of all attributes of the root node. Each session displays a single IDL instance in 

the display window. A new session is started by clearing the old session from the idlview 

window. Thus at any time, there can be only one session displayed in the idlview window. 

5.2.1 Incremental Layout 

The graph layout is incremental. The canvas is the background on which the full graph 

is drawn. The idlview graph pane is a viewport that moves over the canvas to display 

a part of the full graph. The graph layout is started with the root node. A breadth 

first traversal is performed on the graph to obtain a set of nodes that could be drawn as 

part of the current incremental layout step. Vertical traversal is done until the number of 

levels traversed is sufficient to fill the current screen and the vertically adjacent screens. 

Similarly, horizontal traversal is done until the number of nodes in that particular level 

is sufficient to fill the current screen and the horizontally adjacent screens. As the user 

moves the pane over the canvas, the portion of the layout on the canvas falling under the 

pane's view is computed. Once the user has moved the pane over the whole graph, the 

layout would include the full graph for the instance that was selected to be displayed. 
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The main design issues in the incremental graph display are the display algorithm 

selected and the adaptations that are necessary to customize this algorithm according to 

our constraints. 

Many graph algorithms exist that produce aesthetically pleasing layouts while oper

ating on the whole graph [Myers 1983, Gansner 1988, Jablonowski 1990, Rowe 1987, 

Sugiyama 1981]. The problem with these is that they are computationally intensive and 

hence deliver poor response. As a rough estimate of the time needed for graph layout, 

the Rowe algorithm takes 13 seconds to perform layout on a graph with 280 nodes on a 

Sun 2 with a floating point board [Rowe 1987]. Jablonowski's algorithm uses a variant of 

the Rowe algorithm and reports similar times for large graphs. The Gansner approach 

is relatively much faster with times around 1 second for large graphs of 10,000 nodes on 

a VAX 8650, but this algorithm is more complex as it involves solving integer program

ming problems to obtain near-optimal layouts and also reduce the length of the edges 

and the number of edge crossings. Our graph problem has some atypical constraints. 

A fast incremental display is needed to provide reasonable response time to users for 

large graphs. Also, typical data sets include more than 100,000 nodes thereby making 

the global layout approach too slow and requiring too much memory to record graphical 

characteristics. These constraints point towards a fast incremental algorithm that adds 

nodes to the layout depending on the traversal employed by the user. The advantage 

of using an incremental approach would be that at any time there would be only a few 

nodes that have to be included in the layout, and hence, better response times could be 

achieved and less memory used. The approach we have selected is to use a conventional 

graph layout algorithm and customize it for our incremental display needs. 

5.2.2 Layout Algorithm 

Our basic graph layout methodology is based on the Rowe algorithm. This algorithm 

was adapted from Sugiyama's algorithm and adds some useful enhancements to it. This 

algorithm has been used for global layout of graphs and has not been adapted for in

cremental graph layouts until now. The Rowe hierarchical layout algorithm has three 
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phases. The first phase assigns nodes to vertical levels. Nodes are assigned to levels so 

that each node is on a level below its immediate ancestors. The second phase sorts the 

nodes on earh level to minimize the number of edge crossings. Long edges are broken into 

short one level segments by introducing dummy nodes. Multiple passes are made over 

this graph alternately from top to bottom and bottom to top, changing the order of nodes 

in a level in order to minimize the number of edge crossings. The third and final phase 

tunes the positioning of nodes and routing of edges to make the layout more aesthetically 

pleasing. The third phase is actually open ended and many heuristics could be applied 

to get further improvement in layout arrangement. 

5.2.3 Adaptation for Incremental Display 

Due to the hierarchical nature of the IDL data, the first phase of the Rowe algorithm 

is avoided. The second phase which inserts dummy nodes, and the third phase which uses 

the barycentric approach to order nodes in a level are used. These two phases are part 

of each incremental step of our algorithm and are derived from the Rowe algorithm. The 

following parts of the algorithm were designed by us specifically for idlview. Initially the 

root node specified by the user process is included in the layout. Each incremental step 

involves selecting a few more nodes to be included in the layout such that we can fill up 

the current pane and the adjacent panes. Nodes are included in the layout by performing 

a breadth first traversal. After the Rowe algorithm has been applied to get a partial 

order of nodes in a level, the nodes are assigned weights based on their position in the 

level. Nodes in the center have higher weights compared to nodes in the periphery. This 

constrains the graph to grow outward and would provide a balanced layout. The x and 

y coordinates of each node are established, based on the location of its parent node and 

the nodes are drawn on the canvas. Moving the pane using the scrollbar initially on the 

canvas would display the nodes in adjacent panes that have been included in the layout 

already. Further movement would again invoke the above layout process to include more 

nodes in the layout. Nodes in a sequence or a set are maintained together in the layout. 

In case one node of a sequence or a set has already been drawn at another position, a 
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place-holder is drawn at its position in the sequence or set. A 'goto' action is provided at 

this place-holder that would move the cursor to the position where the node is actually 

drawn, and a return moves the cursor back to the position of the place-holder. The 

display is scrolled if necessary in order to display the nodes. A detailed look at the layout 

algorithm is provided in the next chapter. 

5.2.4 Global Layout 

It is possible to execute the above algorithm on all the nodes that have been included 

in the layout to this point. This would do a "global layout" and would produce a better 

looking layout, but could potentially change the layout drastically. Once the user has 

included all relevant nodes in the layout by moving the pane over the entire canvas, he 

can optionally invoke the global layout to obtain a better layout of the whole graph. 

5.3 idlview Process Structure 

idlview contains four distinct processes. 

• idlview master: The idlview master binds to a well-known port waiting for a client to 

connect to it. It forks a child (termed an idlview server) running idlview to service 

the request from the client. It maintains a table of existing server connections 

which stores the map of clients (user processes) connected to idlview servers. This 

information is needed to offer flexible binding between clients and idlview. 

• idlview client: The idlview client is the dbx process that connects to the idlview 

display. This client process sends messages to the idlview server specifying the 

preferred location of the idlview server and of the idlview display window (idlview 

displayer). The idlview server then configures the setup accordingly. The default 

location for the idlview server and the idlview displayer is the user's workstation. 

The client process interacts with the server by sending IDL data structures to be 

displayed by the server process. 
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• idlview server: This process is forked by the idlview master process which receives 

a connect request from a client. This forked process in turn services the connect 

request from the client and displays the data structures sent in by the client. This 

process does most of the work and is by far the most complex. The idlview master 

process goes back to listening on the well-known port for further connections. 

• idlview displayer: This is the X display server running on the user's workstation. It 

is invoked by the idlview server which interfaces with the client. This is located by 

the idlview master depending on the specification sent by the idlview client process. 

The default location for the display is the user's workstation. 

The process structure is shown in Figure 5.1. The master process maintains a table 

of server to client associations. A user process requests a idlview session specifying the 

CANDLE file that will be used, the machine to run the server and the machine to provide 

the display. CANDLE is an IDL structure which describes a user's IDL structure; that 

is, CANDLE'S nodes, classes, and other IDL types describe the characteristics of the IDL 

structure declared by the user. In the Sunview version the machine running the server 

and the display should be the same. The master process compares the requirement 

specification with idlview sessions that are free. If there is a match, a handle to this 

session is returned to the user process. If not, a new idlview session is created and a 

handle to this session is returned. This method of session allocation frees the user process 

from the duties of managing server sessions and maintaining communication with them. 

At any time during debugging, a user process could request a different idlview window. 

In this case, the previous idlview session becomes free and the master process allocates a 

new server for the user process according to the user specifications as mentioned earlier. 

When the user process quits, the idlview server session associated with this process 

becomes free. The server process then sends a callback to the master process indicating 

that it is now free. The master then updates its table with the indication that this server 

process is now free for reuse. Recycling servers offers better performance because signif

icant startup overhead associated with starting up a server session is avoided. Startup 

times could be large because of the significant amount of time needed to read a CANDLE 
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file and also because of the network overhead involved in starting the server process and 

display, possibly in a remote machine. For typical CANDLE files startup times range from 

2 to 10 minutes. 

An idlview session can also be started up at the shell command line by entering idlview 

with the requisite options. The advantage of this facility is that a server window could 

be started up and made available to the user and to a client debugger process as soon 

as a request arrives. Since startup times for idlview are significant owing to the task of 

reading the CANDLE file, this facility should improve the response time, idlview sessions 

can be terminated at any time by the user through the user interface provided by idlview. 

5.3.1 Fault Tolerance of the Master Process 

Since the master process maintains all of the state corresponding to all the debug

ging sessions in the network, fault tolerance and recovery are very important. The server 

maintains a copy of the user process-td/viet/j interconnection data in a file. New associ

ations are written to the file and terminated associations are marked as invalid. If for 

some reason the master process or the machine running the master process crashes, then 

the state of debugging can be recovered by starting up the master process again and 

reading the state from the file. Any new association is entered as a record into the table. 

Hence, during a master process crash, new associations between the idlview servers and 

user processes cannot be created, but old debugging sessions could continue interaction 

with their respective idlview sessions. If the master process crashes while establishing 

an association, that particular association would be lost but other existing associations 

would be recovered. For enhanced recovery, when a client process is not able to locate the 

master process, it creates a new master process in the local machine. Further intercon

nections are controlled by this new master process. The case where more than one master 

process exists in the network at the same time is avoided by having the existing master 

process poll the network for new master processes that come up. The new processes 

kill themselves upon notification by the existing master process. This new process reads 
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all cl'ient-idlview associations from the file in disk and thus existing interconnections are 

recovered even if the existing master process is killed. 

5.3.2 Termination of idlview 

The quit command in the main window displays a popup window to request confir

mation to exit. If the user confirms exit a callback is issued from the idlview window 

to the existing master process. This callback informs the master that the window will 

be destroyed. The master process then removes the entry corresponding to this window 

from its tables. Subsequently the window is destroyed and the associated resources are 

reclaimed. 

5.4 Display Freezing 

Display freezing provides a snapshot of the IDL instance that is being viewed in the 

main window. This snapshot helps the user in retaining a copy of the status of a particular 

IDL instance during further debugging and also helps in tracing changes to that instance 

over time. Freezing a display implies creating a new window and copying the current 

state of the graph or text onto it. The original idlview window can be used for further 

debugging. Freezing can be performed in both text and graphical mode. In the text 

mode, the frozen window number and the time are marked to indicate that the display 

has been frozen at this point. The frozen window cannot be edited any further, although 

other operations that do not alter the display in the frozen window are provided. Multiple 

frozen displays can be maintained to display the node at different stages of debugging. 

Each frozen window is identified by a monotonically increasing id and by a time stamp 

at the time the window was frozen. This mechanism identifies the sequence of frozen 

windows and the point at which it was created. 

A related mechanism provided with freezing is the identify mechanism. Here, a par

ticular node can be selected in either the main or frozen windows. All instances of this 

node name are highlighted in the frozen windows. In the main idlview window there is a 

difference between how the text and graph mode handle the identify mechanism. In the 
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Identify an Instance 

• Frozen to Window 3 at Mon Jan 14 05:11:20 MST1991 
Frozen to Window 1 at Mon Jan 14 03:21:47 MST 1991 

8 Frozen to Window 2 at Mon Jan 14 04:11:20 MST 1991 
Frozen to Window 3 at Mon Jan 14 05:11:20 MST 1991 

• End session at Mon Jan 14 03:43:20 MST 1991 

0 
End session at Mon Jan 14 03:51:20 MST 1991 

Quit 

Figure 5.2: identify Popup Display 

text mode, there could be more than one instance of a particular node name. A popup 

window lists all the positions where the node name appears and the user chooses one by 

clicking on the desired one. An example popup is shown in Figure 5.2. 

In the graph mode, a node cannot occur mode than once in a session. Hence there is 

no need for a popup window. 

5.5 Integration with Specification Browser 

The explain facility displays the data type of the node (instance) selected on the idlview 

window. For this purpose the idlview application is integrated with the specification 

browser referred to as idlbrowse, being implemented by Timothy Nguyen. This browser 

is invoked in a separate window, and can be controlled independently. When the user 

starts up a new association between the client debugging session and idlview, the user 

specifies any existing idlbrowse process that could be used. The process id of the idlbrowse 

process and the machine on which it is running are specified. This is stored by the idlview 

session. When the explain action is invoked in idlview by specifying an IDL node or 
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attribute, the information about the node or attribute is written to a temporary file. 

idlview then signals the tdlbrowse process, tdlbrowse then reads the temporary file and 

displays the specification of the node or attribute. This method of integration requires just 

one idlbrowse process to be used for specification display. This process could be reused by 

any number of idlview windows. Also, the user could now specify which idlbrowse process 

is to be used. 
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CHAPTER 6 

A Layout Algorithm 

This chapter describes in some detail the algorithm involved in graph layout. The 

algorithm is presented in pseudo-code format. This algorithm performs the following 

steps. 

1. Initialization. 

2. Get node set to be expanded to get the layout set. 

3. Perform Rowe layout algorithm on the layout set to get positions of the nodes. 

4. Display the nodes in the window. 

This chapter presents the functions that perform the above four steps of the algorithm. A 

brief description is provided along with each function. We first specify the two constants 

and several global variables. 

Constants: 
incrementalJheight :the number of levels in each incremental step 

that are added to the layout 
incrementaLwidth :the number of nodes in a level that are added in 

each incremental step 
Globals Variables: 

expandable_set : set of nodes that are expandable to give other 
nodes for a particular direction of expansion 

included_set : set of nodes that actually have been expanded 
node_set : set of nodes that have to be drawn 
direction_of_movement: the direction in which the user moves the 

scrollbar 
current_windowJd : location of the current displayed window 
current_window_up : location of the window above the current_window 
high Jevel : highest level number for each incremental layout 
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levels : array of level 

Data Structures: 
window : maxJevel : maximum level present in the window 

minJevel : minimum level present in the window 
x : x coordinate of the pane's left top corner 
y : y coordinate of the pane's left top corner 

The node structure represents any IDL instance that is to displayed in graphical form. 

It contains elements that are required for the node to be laid out. 

node : level : level in which node is present 
parent : node's parent 
child : node's children 
upbarycenter : the upper barycenter of the node determined by down pass 
downbarycenter : the lower barycenter of the node determined by up pass 
weight: the weight associated with the position of the node in the level 
go to  :  a  po in t e r  a s soc i a t ed  w i th  t he  node ' s  p l ace -ho lde r  po in t i ng  t o  t he  a c t u a l  

location of the node 
return : the place-holder's location to which the cursor returns 
x : x coordinate of the node 
y : y coordinate of the node 

The level structure represents each level in the hierarchical layout. 

level: 
node_sequence : the sequence of nodes present in this level 
x : x coordinate of this level 
y : y coordinate of this level 

The graphJayout function is the main function of the layout program. 

function graphJayout( root ) 
begin 

initiaLsetup( root ) 
incremental_display() 

end 
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The initiaLsetup function initializes some of the global variables, expandableset is the 

set of nodes that have to be expanded at each iteration of the algorithm. At start, it is 

initialized to the root node. The currentjevel is the current lower most level present in 

our layout. The window id is set to the origin window. 

function initial_setup( root : node) 
begin 

expandablejset <— root 
currentjevel 0 
root.level «— currentjevel 
current_windowJd <— (0,0) /* id gives the location of the window 

(0,0) - origin 
(-x,0) - move left 
(0,x) - move right 
(0,-y) - move up 
(0,y) - move down */ 

current.window.minlevel <— current_window.maxlevel «— 0 
level[0].nodejist •— root 

end 

The incrementaLdisplay function calls the five functions that are needed to construct 

and display the layout. See Section 5.2 for an overview of this algorithm. 

function incremental_display() 
begin 

expandablejset get_expandable_set() 
nodejset «— get_node_set (expandablejset) 
applyJayout_algorithm (node_set) 
allocate _xy (node_set) 
draw each node in nodejset 

end 

The get-expandablejset function first selects the hierarchical level. Initially, that would 

be the topmost level. Nodes in this level and in the lower levels would be expanded to 

yield a set on which the incremental layout algorithm is applied. 

function get_expandablejset() 
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begin 
expandJevel : integer 
if (direction_of_movement <— DOWN) 

expandJevel <— current_window.maxJevel 
current_windowJd.y <— current.windowjd.y + 1 

else if UP 
current.windowJd.y <— current_windowJd.y - 1 
expandJevel current_window_up.minJevel 

else if LEFT 
current.windowJd <— current_windowJd.x - 1 
expandJevel *— current_window_up.maxJevel 

else if RIGHT 
current.windowJd «— current_windowJd.x + 1 
expandJevel <— current_window_up.maxJevel 

return expandjevel.nodejset 
end 

The getjnodeset function performs the expansion of each node in the expandable^set to 

obtain a new set on which layout will be performed. At each incremental step, only a fixed 

number of nodes as determined by the constants incrementaLwidth and incrementaLheight 

would be included in the set. The remaining would be considered in subsequent iterations. 

function get_node_set( expandable.set : set of node ) 
begin 

for each node in expandable_set do 
begin if node not fully expanded then 

add node to included_set 
for each attribute in node do 
begin 

if attribute not atomic then 
node_set «— node^et (J expand_attribute ( attribute ) 

if | node_set | > incrementaLwidth then 
return node_set 

end 
if all attributes for node have been expanded fully then 
mark node as fully expanded 

end return node_set 
end 
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The expand-attribute function expands each attribute of a node to obtain successor nodes. 

Nodes whose attributes have all been fully expanded are marked. In subsequent iterations, 

such nodes are not further expanded. 

function expand_attribute ( attribute ) 
begin 

if attribute is set/sequence then 
begin 

append nodes until | node_set | > incrementaLwidth 
mark included nodes as drawn 

end 
if all nodes for attribute included then 

mark attribute as done 
return nodejset 

end 

The Rowe algorithm for graph layout consists of four phases. Phasel arranges the 

nodes in nodejset into hierarchical levels in such a way that a node's ancestors are located 

in levels above it and its successors are located below it. Phase2 fills in dummy nodes 

wherever descendants are more than one level below, one dummy node per level. A 

dummy node has the same data structure as any other node but does not get displayed 

in the window. A dummy node is required to restrict any edge between two nodes to 

transcend only one level. If an edge between two nodes goes across more than one level, 

dummy nodes are required at each level between the two nodes. Phase3 performs upward 

and downward passes on the hierarchical setup using the barycenter approach. Phase4 

assigns weights to the nodes based on their positions with the interior nodes having higher 

weights compared to peripherals. It then sorts each level based on these weights to arrive 

at the final positions of each node. 

The following function performs phasel of the Rowe algorithm. This involves getting 

a set of nodes that form the leaf of the incremental graph. This set of nodes is assigned 

a level number to indicate the level in which they are located. This set of nodes is then 

removed from the node set and the process is repeated until all nodes have been assigned 

levels and the node set is empty. 
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function phaselQ 
begin 

save_node_set : copy of node_set 

save_nodejset <— node_set 
node_set <— node_set IJ includedjset 

level <— 0 
while ( node_set not empty ) 
begin 

list <— getJeaf_nodes (node_set) 
for each node in list do 

node.level <— level 
level •— level + 1 
node_set <— nodejset - list 

end 
highJevel <— level 

end 

This function obtains leaf nodes by doing a depth-first search. 

function getJeaf_nodes() 
begin 

for each node in included_set do 
perform depth first traversal for starting at node 
begin 

mark each node 
leaflet <— leaflet U leaf node 

end 
return leaf_set 

This function adds dummy nodes at each level between a node and its successor if the 

difference between the levels of the two nodes is more than one. A dummy node is very 

much like any other node but is not drawn on the window and does not contain any user 

data. It is used for continuity between a node and its successor at each level. 

function phase2() 
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begin 
perform depth first traversal of each node in included_set 
begin 

diff •— node.level - node.parent.level 
if diff > 1 then 
begin 

current_node «— node 
for each i from 1 to diff do 
begin 

create dummy_node 
dummyjiode.level •— currrent_node.level - i 
dummy_node.parent <— current_node.parent 
dummy_node.child <— node 
current_node.parent.child <— dummy_node 
current_node.parent <— dummy_node 
current_node <— dummy_node 

end 
end 

end 
end 

This function performs successive down up passes on the hierarchical graph that has 

been created in phase 2. In the down pass, the upbarycenter of a node is computed by 

averaging the locations of its parents. In the up pass the downbarycenter of a node is 

computed by averaging the locations of its successors. Finally, a sort on the average of 

the two barycenters gives the actual location of the node in its level. Usually one up and 

down pass is sufficient to obtain a good layout, the number 4 that is chosen is arbitrary 

and has been determined to be sufficient under most cases. 

function phase3() 
begin 

do 4 times 
begin 

for each i from highJevel to 0 do 
begin 

for each node in level[i].node_list do 
begin 
node.upbarycenter <— 

E n.uybarycentcr 
n€node.porenl \node.parent\ 
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end 
end 
for each i from 0 to high Jevel do 
begin 

for each node in level[i].node_list do 
begin 
node.downbarycenter <— 

n.downbary center 
l-menode.children \node.ckildTen\ 

end 
end 

end 
sort nodes in each level based on the average of the up and 
down barycenters. 

end 

This phase of the algorithm allocates weights to the nodes in such a way that nodes 

in the center of each level have higher weights compared to ones in the periphery. A 

sort is done on each level based on weights. This process would ensure that the graph 

grows in a balanced manner and not skewed to one direction. This enables allocation of 

x, y coordinates for the boxes in a level starts with the center of the level and expands 

outward. The nodes in the center could then be positioned below their parents and the 

other nodes could be drawn progressively towards the periphery. An example using this 

algorithm is as follows. 

If there are five nodes in a level 

a, b, c, d and e. 

They are assigned weights 

8, 4, 2, 4, and 8 

respectively. Sorting this level on weight gives the following order of nodes. 

c, b, d, a and e. 

x and y coordinates are allocated to each node starting from c towards e. This shows 

that nodes in the center of the sequence are positioned first followed by nodes towards 

the periphery. 
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function phase4() 
begin 

for each level i from 1 to high Jevel do 
begin 

number_of_nodes +— | level[i].node_list | 
node_weight <— number_of_nodes - 1 
for each node in level[i].node_list from 1 to 

number_of_nodes/2 for this level do 
begin 

node.weight «— node_weight 
node_weight <— node.weight - 2 

end 
if even(numberjof_nodes) then node.weight <— 2 
else node_weight <— 3 
for each node in level[i].nodeJist from 
number_of_nodes/2 +1 to 
number_of Jiodes for this level do 
begin 

node.weight <— node_weight 
node_weight •— 2 

end 
sort level[i].node_list based on weights for this level 
mark_sequences() 

end 
end 

The next function discovers sequences and sets in the layout and constrains all mem

bers of the sequence (set) to be contiguous. That is for each sequence(set), locate all 

members next to each other by putting place holders at the places where the members 

should be positioned. A goto command on the place holder would move the cursor to the 

actual location of the node. A return command here would take the cursor back to the 

placeholder. This way contiguity of the nodes in a sequence(set) can be maintained even 

though individual elements of the sequence(set) are located elsewhere. 

function mark_sequences() 
begin 

for each level from 1 to high Jevel do 
begin 

if node is part of sequence/set then 
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if sequence/set not already positioned then 
for each node in sequence/set except current do 
begin 

create placeholder node after current_node 
install_goto_return() 

end 
end 

end 

For each place holder, a goto moves the cursor to the location of the node, and a return 

comes back to the place holder in the sequence(set). 

function install_goto_return() 
begin 

group: the current sequence/set on which got_return is to 
be installed 

main: the node which is actually present in the group for 
which a place holder is not necessary 

for each node in group except the main 
begin 

node.goto <— node.actuaLposition /* actuaLposition is the 
position of the node in the layout in 
terms of (x, y) */ 

node.return <— node 
end 

end 

Allocate the x and y coordinate values for each node. 

function allocate_xy() 
begin 

width: standard width for a node on the screen 
x_gap: constant gap between nodes in x direction 
y_gap: constant gap between nodes in y direction 

for each level from 1 to highJevel do 
begin 

if level *- top then /* node in this level is the user.node */ 
level.y <— 0 
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else 
level.y <— previousJevel.y + y_gap 

total_width +— number_of_nodes(level) * (width+x_gap) 
for each node in node-list do 
/* nodes are already sorted by weights */ 
begin 

node.x <— (-total_width)/2 (width+x_gap)*node_pos 
node.y •— level.y 

end 
end 

end 

The final function can be called anytime from the idlview window. It uses the above 

incremental algorithm to perform a complete layout of the entire graph. This relocates 

the nodes and the edges, and provides a much better appearance, because the layout is 

done globally. 

function perform_relayout( root ) 
begin 

incrementaLwidth <— oo 
incremental_height «— oo 

/* do graphJayout on the user_node */ 
graphJayout( root ) 

end 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter outlines our conclusions about idlview and also discusses future work that 

could be done to enhance the display. 

7.1 Contributions 

• Data structures are displayed pictorially using a directed graph. A graph provides a 

easier way to understand the structure than text. Also the representation becomes 

more compact. This gives a broader view of the structure. 

• An incremental algorithm has been designed that draws a incremental part of the 

graph in the current pane. As the user moves the pane over the canvas, nodes 

corresponding to the new pane are drawn. Steps to reduce edge crossing are included 

in the algorithm to obtain an aesthetic layout. Movement of the pane over the 

canvas is done using the scrollbars. A feature that performs the layout over the 

entire graph constructed, is also included. The incremental approach computes the 

layout of only a few nodes (8-10) at each incremental step. This offers much better 

response time compared to global layout algorithms primarily because of the large 

size of the graph. Response time is reduced by an order of magnitude for a medium 

sized graph of around 50 nodes. 

• The display is frozen in separate windows. This offers a reference to particular IDL 

instances at various points of time during debugging. A time stamp and a frozen 

window ID axe displayed on the pane and also in each frozen window to facilitate 
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easy identification of frozen windows and also provide a reference to an IDL instance 

at a particular time during debugging. 

IDL instances can be identified in the main display window and the frozen windows 

through the identify mechanism. This facilitates tracking changes to IDL instances. 

This is done by highlighting the instances in all frozen windows, and displaying 

a popup. This popup contains the position of the selected instance in the main 

window and if it was frozen, a reference to the frozen window in which this instance 

is present. 

The Client-Server approach to building idlview enables many idlview sessions to 

independently interact with debugging sessions. It also helps in locating the server 

process and the debugging session in different machines. The master process controls 

all idlview sessions in the network. The idlview server windows could be reused by 

the master process. The master process is designed to be fault-tolerant to some 

extent. This process is not localized. Debugging sessions can locate the master 

process using the broadcast mechanism. Flexibility is provided in the location of 

the server process and the display. Many users can use idlview windows at the same 

time. 

The Specification Browser is integrated with the Data Display. This provides access 

to the data declarations for IDL instances. The source for the declarations are 

displayed in a separate window. 

CANDLE files can be read in by individual idlview sessions at any time. This provides 

faster startup times when the CANDLE file has been read already. 

Accelerators have been provided to many of the actions that can be performed 

within idlview. These are implemented using mouse buttons. The most commonly 

used actions can now be invoked faster. 

Display mode can be switched between text and graph. This action can be per

formed in the main window and also in the frozen windows. 
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• Improvements have been made to the speed of display in the text mode. This is 

useful when displaying large instances. 

• Error conditions in the display and in inter-process communication can be recovered 

from by using the reset action. 

7.2 Limitations of the Current Version 

• The time involved in starting up a new idlview session needs to be reduced. 

• Private type attributes may not be expanded. 

• Only the default implementations and sizes of integers and rationals are supported. 

• Only the linked list implementation of sets and sequences are supported. 

• There is a 20,000 character soft limit on the display window in the sidlview version. 

This is a Sunview limitation and could be changed to another value easily. This 

limit does not exist in xidlview. 

• The width of the workstation screen limits the length of an individual display in 

sidlview. In idlview scrollbars are provided, so that the user could scroll right to 

view more information. 

• Only C is supported as the target language. The IDL run-time system implements 

IDL instances differently for different languages, and idlview was written for the C 

implementation. 

• The user may debug only the first process declared in the IDL source code. 

7.3 Current Status 

The current version of the data display is called idlview. This supports two versions, 

idlview running under Xll and sidlview running under Sunview. sidlview is derived from 
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IDLView, the earlier version developed by Ralph Cook. It is well modularized and im

proved for better efficiency, idlview has been designed to overcome many of the limitations 

of sidlview with several new features incorporated into it. 

7.4 Future Enhancements 

Several enhancements could be made to the graphical display. 

• Collapsed attributes - The user has an option to "collapse" selected attributes, both 

for one node and for each instance of a selected type. A small box remains on the 

screen to remind the user of a collapsed attribute at that point. 

• Collapsed nodes - The user has an option to "collapse" entire nodes. A small rect

angle remains on the screen as a place holder. This leaves a lot of room for more 

nodes thus giving a broader idea of the instance. 

• Curved edges - A better aesthetic look could be obtained by using curved edges 

instead of straight edges. B-splines could be used for this purpose. 

• Better layout - A better layout with less edge crossings can be obtained by using a 

faster algorithm that uses more nodes at each incremental step maintaining good 

response time. 

Communication can be made more reliable and structured by using Remote Procedure 

Calls instead of the socket based IPC that is used in the current version. The inefficiencies 

associated with our message passing protocol could be avoided by letting RPC worry about 

this. 

The window interface could be made compliant to existing window standards. In this 

regard some work has been done to port the existing code to OSF/Motif and Open Look. 

This work has to be extended to obtain a full port from Xll to these window standards. 

In conclusion, we have completed a tool that is capable of displaying IDL instances 

graphically and also provide many features that would be useful in the debugging process. 

Clear interfaces have been provided to the various modules so that further extensions are 
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easy to provide. A powerful user interface with associated accelerators have been provided 

for fast interaction. A substantial amount of fault-tolerance is built into the master and 

server processes for error recovery. This project has provided us with a few insights about 

developing advanced debuggers and data displays and should be useful in developing such 

program development tools for other environments. Enhancements to the current version 

have been explored. These enhancements should make the tool quite powerful and useful 

in developing IDL programs. 
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APPENDIX A 

Detailed Design Specification 

A.l Overall Structure 

As mentioned earlier, idlview was derived from a previous version called IDLView. 

IDLView was not designed in a modular fashion. There are about 70 functions in IDLView 

and each function resides in a separate file. There was no division of the program into 

modules. This makes it very difficult to change some sections of the existing code or 

to provide new functionality. The first part in the process of creating idlview was to 

modularize IDLView. Functions were combined to form modules depending on the data 

structures that were used by these functions and the functions that they form. Thus, 

both data modularity and function modularity was implemented. A comparison of size 

between the versions of idlview is shown in Table A.l. Figures in the table represent lines 

of code not including comments. 

Each module has an interface defining the functions and data structures that are 

exported. Functions in other modules use a module's interface to call the functions in 

that module. They cannot access functions or data structures in a module that was not 

present in the interface. This discipline was enforced so that changing modules would 

be simple. Since modules are isolated from each other and interact only through the 

defined interface, modules can now be interchanged while maintaining the same interface. 

In particular, the only difference between sidlview and xidlview is the substitution of a 

single module with another presenting an identical interface, idlview from Sunview to 

X windows was done using this method. Also, new features can be added to individual 

modules without affecting the interface. This provides a safe way to add functionality 

to the system without affecting functions in other modules. New features were added to 
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Table A.l: Comparison of Module Sizes between Different Version of idlview 

xidlview in this manner. During the modularization process many redundant operations 

and repetitious functions have been eliminated, thereby improving efficiency. The result 

of this exercise was a program that was well structured and modularized, onto which one 

could add features without affecting any of the existing functionality. 

After the modularization of IDLView the following modular structure containing five 

modules was created, as illustrated in Figure A.l. The arrows indicate flow of control 

between the modules. The actions at the head of each arrow indicates the function being 

called in the source module in which the action is located. The flow of control commences 

at the Main module. 

• Window Module: This module contains functions that directly interact with the 

window system that is being used. All references to window functions are contained 

within this module. 

• Box Module: This module deals with the conceptual representation of IDL instances 

in terms of Box and Box attributes. This module contains functions that manipulate 
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Figure A.l: idlview Module Structure 

box data structures. The internal structure of boxes is hidden inside this module 

and other modules specify particular boxes by using box handles. 

• IPC Module: This module contains the inter-process communication functions that 

transfer data between the idlview server process and the debugger. 

• CANDLE Module: This module contains functions that handle operations related to 

the CANDLE file such as read. It also contains routines generated by idle. 

• Utility Module: This module contains utility functions that are used by the other 

modules. 

A.2 Box Module 

This module contains functions that creates boxes, expand box attributes and provide 

more detail on ox attributes. 
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/* The Public interface file for the BOX MODULE */ 

/* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* /  

File: 

Author: 

Description: 

box.h 

Vijay Anand 

This file contains the interface to the box module. 

These routines implement box and box attribute 

manipulation functions. It hides the actual implem

entation of boxes and their attributes and just 

exposes box, bat handles to the outside world. 

/********** DATA STRUCTURES *•**#•#**•/ 
/* since box and box attribute handles are in box and box attribute 

* structures, they both define the handles used in the structures. 

*/ 

typedef long bathnd; /* box attrib handle •/ 

typedef long boxhnd; /* box handle */ 

/********** ROUTINE INTERFACE #*#******»/ 

/* reset.box — reset box variables */ 
void reset_box( ); 

/* prcrotnod — process first box */ 

void prcrotnodC/* boxhnd rotbox */); 

/* bldnodbox — build display box for a node */ 

int bldnodbox(/* ptr usradr, boxhnd *boxhndptr */) ; 

/* expattopt — expand attribute at given window position determined 

via calls to wdw module*/ 

void expattopt(/* */); 

/* mordtlopt — display more detail about a given object */ 

void mordtlopt(/* */); 

/* explain — writes out the node/attribute name onto an action file and 

signals the idlbrowse process.*/ 

void explain(/* */); 
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A.3 CANDLE Module 

This module contains functions for CANDLE manipulations in building boxes. 

/* 

* File: 
* 

* Author: 
* 

* Description: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

*/ 

/********** INCLUDE FILES **********/ 

#include "global.h" 

#include "ivwidlprc.h" 

/*********** MACROS **********/ 

•define MAXPORT 10 

/*********** DATA STRUCTURES **********/ 
extern char * dlfilnam; /*name of IDL file (derived from 

name of Candle file) */ 

extern Port dflprt; /^default port for viewing nodes*/ 

extern Declaration prcdclinv;/*process' invariant declaration#/ 

typedef enum { NODNMDTYP 

, STRNMDTYP 

, INTNHDTYP 

, BOONMDTYP 

, RATNMDTYP 

, UNKNMDTYP 

> nmdtyptyp; 

/********** ROUTINE INTERFACE ******** */ 

/* setdflprt — set the Port variable */ 

void setdflprt(/*Port dflprt*/); 

/* reset_cdl —reset Candle variables every time ipc connection reset*/ 

cdl.h 

Vijay Anand 

This file contains the public interface to the Candle 

module. 

These implement the Candle functions like read, and 

also contains the idl routines generated by idle. 
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void reset_cdl(/* */); 

/* fncdltyp — find Candle type pointer for given node id */ 

int fndcdltyp(/* int nodidt, TypeEntity #cdlptr */); 

/* nodidt - node identifier 

cdlptr - pointer to Candle description 

* /  

/* clcnodsiz — calculate node size. Calculate number of types 

occupied in memory by a node of a given TypeEntity */ 

int clcnodsiz(/* TypeEntity typptr */); 

/* typnmdtyp — determine type of Namedtype we are dealing with */ 
nmdtyptyp typnmdtype(/» NamedType nmdtyp */); 

/* bldbooboxcdl — Candle manipulations in building a bool box #/ 

TypeEntity bldbooboxcdl(); 

/* bldintboxcdl — Candle manipulations in building a int box •/ 
TypeEntity bldintboxcdl(); 

/* bldratboxcdl — Candle manipulations in building a rat box •/ 
TypeEntity bldratboxcdl(); 

/* bldstrboxcdl — Candle manipulations in building a str box */ 

TypeEntity bldstrboxcdl(); 

/* getprtlist — get port names into a character array */ 

int getprtlist(/* char ** mnu.list*/); 

A.4 Inter-Process Communication Module 

This module contains functions that poll for connection request from a debugging 

session, functions to establish the connection, functions to exchange data between the 

server and the debugging process, and a callback function for the server to communicate 

with the master process. 

/* 
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* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

•/ 

File: 

Author: 

Description: 

ipc.h 

Vijay Anand 

This file gives the interface to the inter-process 

communication module. It declares the functions 

that are 

accessible outside of this module. It also has 

variables that can be accessed from outside. 

/********** INCLUDE FILES ••••••••*•/ 
#include "global.h" 

/********** DATA STRUCTURES *•**•*#**»*/ 
#define STSCHGBSY 1 

#define STSCHGNOTBSY 2 

#define STSEXT 3 

#define DBXCON 4 

/• Data structures and global 

extern int lissck; 

extern int 

extern int 

extern int 

idlview •/ 

extern int 

cmmmod; 

unncnn; 

ivwdsc; 

sck.prt; 

/• Status of xidlview window is Busy •/ 

I* Status is free •/ 

/• Status is Exit •/ 

/• A dbx process requests connection •/ 

variables exported •/ 

/•socket number for listening •/ 

/•whether in comm. with user or not •/ 

/•if TRUE not connected to socket^/ 

/•input/output descriptor number for 

/•port in which xidlview is listening^/ 

/••*••••••• ROUTINE INTERFACE **••*••*•*/ 

/• chknewsckcnn — check socket connection •/ 

/• This is polling callback function to check for a socket connection. 

•/ 
void chknewsckcnn(); 

/• cnncmm — connect to communications; create, set and bind to socket 

and return a descriptor number •/ 
int cnncmm( ); 

/• getusrblk — get block of memory from user process •/ 

int getusrblkC/^ ptr blkadr, int biking, ptr •blkptr •/); 

/• getusrstr — get user string •/ 

int getusrstr(/• ptr usrptr, ptr •valptr •/); 
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I* sndrcvusrmsg — send a message/command to the user/dbx process 

receive a reply and return it to caller */ 

int sndrcvusrmsg(/*ivwmsghdr sndivwmsg,ivwmsghdr rcvivwmsg.ptr 
•blkptr*/); 

/* dbxred — read dbx information and write it to the window */ 

void dbxred(/* ivwmsghdr ivwmsg, ptr blk •/); 

/* endses — end current session */ 

/* this function just calls sndendcmmO which is a ipcP function */ 
void endses( ); 

/* inform.master — hook up to master and inform status change */ 
void inform_master(/«int type */); 

A.5 Window Module 

This module contains an interface to functions that interact with the window. Both 

the X version and the Sunview version have the same interface. Support for new window 

systems can be easily accomplished by reimplementing this module for the new window 

system and maintaining the same interface. This module has functions to create the 

idlview window, functions that register callback routines associated with certain events, 

functions to display an IDL instance and functions to perform initialization of window 

parameters. 

/* 

* File: 
* 

* Author: 
* 

* Description: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* /  

vdw.h 

Vijay Anand 

Window module interface; Data structures and routines 

that interfaces with the window system to display 

and manipulate data on the idlview window. Contains 

routines to initialize, window, write to window, 

position the text cursor, and 

display error messages. 
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/********** INCLUDE FILES **********/ 
#include <varargs.h> 

/****•**•*• GLOBAL VARIABLES *#*»••***•/ 

/* scrposstc — structure describing screen position of box */ 

struct scrposstc 

•C int begpos; /* beginning position */ 

int endpos; /* ending position */ 
>; 

extern char *candle_file; 

extern int argcount; 

extern char ••argstring; 

/********** ROUTINE INTERFACE **********/ 

/* 

* Routine: 
* 

• Description: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

iniivwwdw 

This routine creates the idlview window, establishes 
the socket connection to a well known socket, creates 

all 

menus that are associated with the window, creates the 

cursor and icon for the idlview window, registers 

callback functions that are associated with certain 

events 

that happen in the window and also registers a 

callback that listens on the 

established socket to detect whether any other process 

is trying to connect to this socket. It then starts 

the loop that catches events and invokes the appro

priate event-handler that was registered earlier with 

the notifier. 

Arguments: None 

* Return value: None 
* 

* Side effects: None 

* /  
void iniivwwdw(/* */ ); 
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* Routine: 
* 

* Description: 
* 

* 

• 
• 

* 

* Arguments: 
* 

* Return value: 
* 

* Side effects: 

*/ 

void reset_wdw( ); 

reset_wdw 

This routine resets the window every time a socket 

connection is established between the user process and 

idlview. It clears the window, creates a menu of 

available 

ports and resets the active port to invariant. 

None 

None 

None 

I* 
* Routine: 
* 

* Description: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

setbegdsppos 

This routine sets the begpos field in the scrpos 

record which represents the beginning position of 

the box to the current text display position in the 

window. 

scrpos — (IN/OUT) screen position of the box is set. * Arguments: 
* 

* Return value: None 
* 

* Side effects: None 

*/ 

void setbegdsppos(/* struct scrposstc *scrpos */); 

/ *  
* Routine: 
* 

* Description: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* Arguments: 
* 

* Return value: None 
* 

setenddsppos 

This routine sets the endpos field in the scrpos 

record 

which represents the end position of the box, to the 

current text display position in the window. 

scrpos — (IN/OUT) screen position of the box is set. 
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* Side effects: None 

* /  
void setenddspposC/* struct scrposstc *scrpos */); 

/*  
* Routine: appstrlin 
* 

* Description: This routine sets the text insert position to the end 

* of the 

* display and writes text on the window. Basically, it 

* appends text on the window. 
* 

* Arguments: scrpos — (IN) screen position to insert text. 

* str — (IN) text to be printed on window. 

* inspnt — (OUT) return point where text was inserted. 
* 

* Return value: Number of characters actually inserted in the window. 

* Should be equal to strlen(str) if no errors occurred. 
* 

* Side effects: None 

* /  
int appstrlin(/* struct scrposstc scrpos, char *str, int *inspnt */); 

/* 
* Routine: chgprtnam 
* 

* Description: This routine gets the port name as a string and 

* displays this string on the idlview window. 
* 

* Arguments: prtnamstr — (IN) string containing the name of the 

* port selected. 

* possible values — "Invariant" or any one of the port 

* names. 
* 

* Return value: None 
* 

* Side effects: None 

* /  
void chgprtnam( /* char *prtnamstr */); 

/* 
* Routine: getactnam 
* 

* Description: This routine gets the string containing the status of 
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* 

* 

* 

communication between the user process and idlview and 

displays it on the idlview window. 

None * Arguments: 
* 

* 

* Return value: Action String 
* 

* Side effects: None 

* /  
char *getactnam( /* */ ); 

/* 

* Routine: setactnam 
* 

* Description: This routine gets the string containing the status of 

communication between the user process and idlview and 

displays it on the idlview window. 

* 

* 

* 

actnamstr — (IN) string containing status of con

nection. 

possible values — "Unconnected", "Inactive", "Active". 

* Arguments: 
* 

* 

* 

* Return value: None 
* 

* Side effects: None 

* /  
void setactnam( /* char *actnamstr */ ); 

/* 

* Routine: dspstr 
* 

* Description: This routine inserts the string passed at the current 

* text display position in the window. 

str — (IN) string that is to be written on the screen. * Arguments: 
* 

* Return value: Number of characters inserted in the window. 

* Side effects: None 

*/ 
int dspstr(/* char *str •/); 

/* 
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* Routine: 
* 

* Description: 
* 

* 

* Arguments: 
* 

clrscrpos 

This routine sets the screen position structure of a 

box to an initial value. 

scrposptr — (IN/OUT) screen position of the box is set 

to an initial value. 

* Return value: None 
* 

* Side effects: None 

* /  
void clrscrposC/* struct scrposstc #scrposptr */); 

/ 
Routine: 

Description: 

fndboxdtlpos 

This routine determines the position in the window 

where the string generated by mordtlopt(more detail) 

function is written. The position is actually the end 

of the first 

line of output for that particular box/box attribute. 

The function searches for a newline character at the 

end of the first line and return this position. 

Arguments: boxscrpos — (IN) 

dtlpos — (OUT) 

Return value: None 

screen position of the box whose 

more detail string is to be 

displayed. Used as the start 

position to begin search for '\n'. 

screen position of the '\n' 

character that was found. The more 

detail string is be printed here. 

* Side effects: None 

*/ 
void fndboxdtlpos(/* struct scrposstc boxscrpos, 

struct scrposstc *dtlpos */); 

/* 
* Routine: setdspposend 
* 

* Description: This routine sets the current text insert position in 
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the window 

to the end of the text already present in the window. 

Arguments: None 

Return value: None 

Side effects: The text insert position in the window which is window 
variable 

is set to the end of text. 
>/ 

void setdspposendC ); 

/* 

* Routine: dsperrmsg 
* 

* Description: This routine displays a variable length error message 

* in a popup window, and seeks confirmation. 
* 

* Arguments: va_alist — (IN) a variable length array of strings, 

* which is displayed in a popup window. 
* 

* Return value: None 
* 

* Side effects: None 

*/ 

void dsperrmsg( /* va.dcl va.alist */); 

/* 

* Routine: updskrbar 
* 

* Description: This routine calles a window routine to update the 

* scrollbar after text has been inserted in the window. 

* It is usually called after a box has been displayed. 
* 

* Arguments: None 
* 

* Return value: None 
* 

* Side effects: None 

*/ 
int updskrbar(); 
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File: notifier.h 

Author: Vijay Anand 

Description: This file contains functions that interface with the 

notifier in order to register call back functions on 

certain events. 

When the event occurs, the notifier detects it and 

transfers control 

to the event handler (call back) which is registered 

for this event. This module also contains the event 

handler functions 

called by the notifier. These may in turn call other 

functions in other modules. 

/********** INCLUDE FILES **********/ 
#include "global.h" 

/********** DECLARATIONS **********/ 

/* 

* Routine: 
* 

* Description: 
* 

* Arguments: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* Return value: 
* 

s et _ input.notifier 

This routine calls the notifier to register an input-

pending event handler which the Notifier would call 

whenever there is input pending on a file descriptor. 

inphnd — (IN) a client handle used by SunWindows to 

associate each event with the event handler 

for a given client. 

input_event_handler — (IN) the name of the event 

handler called when input 

pending on file descriptor, 

ivwdsc — (IN) file descriptor on which input is 

pending. 

None 

* Side effects: None 

*/ 
void set_input_notifier(/* int *inphnd, int (*input_event_handlar)(), 
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int ivwdsc */); 

Routine: set_itimer_notifier 

Description: This routine initializes the interval timer, and 

register a 

time-out event handler. The interval timer can be set 

to a 

specified value and every time it expires a timeout 

event is generated, and the timer reloaded. The 

Notifier calls the 

timeout event handler once this event is generated. 

Arguments: timer_event_handler — (IN) name of the timeout event 

handler. 

Return value: None 

Side effects: None 
f 

void set_itimer_notifier(/» int (*timer_event_handler)() */); 

h 
Routine: set.destroy_notifier 

Description: This routine registers with the Notifier sin event 

handler that is called just before a client is 

destroyed. This is usually 

used when a confirmation is desired before a frame is 

destroyed. 

The notifier interposes this handler before frame 

destruction is called. 

Arguments: client — Client process that is to be detroyed. 

destroy_event_handler — (IN) name of the destroy 

event handler. 

Return value: None 

Side effects: None 

void set_destroy_notifier(/* char *client, 

int (*destroy_event_handler)() */); 
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/* 

* Routine: 
* 

* Description: 
* 

* Arguments: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* Return value: 
* 

destroy.input_notifier 

This routine deregisters a file descriptor that was 

earlier registered with the Notifier. This is called 

before the file descriptor is closed. 

inphnd — (IN) a client handle used by SunWindows to 

associate each event with the event handler 

for a given client. 

ivwdsc — (IN) the file descriptor which is to be 
deregistered.. 

None 

* Side effects: None 

*/ 
void destroy.input.notifier(/* int *inphnd, int ivwdsc */); 

/* 

* Routine: 
* 

dbxred.notifier 

* Description: This routine is the event handler called ny the 
notifier when 

there is input pending on the socket connection 

between the user process and idlview. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

inphnd — (IN) a client handle used by SunWindows to 

associate each event with the event handler 

for a given client. 

ivwdsc — (IN) file descriptor on which input is 

pending. 

* Arguments: 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* Return value: None 
* 

* Side effects: None 

*1 
int dbxred.notifier(/* int *inphnd, int ivwdsc */); 

chknews ckcnn.not if ier 
/ *  
* Routine: 
* 

* Description: This routine is called by the notifier every time the 
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interval 

timer expires. It polls the socket to determine if any 
other 

process has established a connection to this socket. 

Arguments: hnd --

sel — 

(IN) a client handle used by SunUindows to 

associat each event with the event handler for 

given client. 

(IN) a flag that tells the routine whether the 

notification is based on real 

time(ITIMER_REAL) or process 

virtual time (ITIMER.VIRTUAL). 

Return value: None 

Side effects: None 

int chknewsckcnn_notifier(/* int *hnd, int sel #/); 

h 
Routine: 

Description: 

Arguments: 

dstfrm.notifier 

This routine is the event handler function called by 

Notifier when a frame destroy event occurs. It 

confirms the destroy request and terminates the 

idlview session. 

basfrm (IN) — the client which is to be destroyed, 

sts (IN) — the status of the destroy event, 

possible values — DESTROY_CHECKING - check feasible 

destruction 

DESTROY.CLEANUP - go ahead and 

destroy 

Return value: None 

Side effects: None 

int dstfrm_notifier(/* int *basfrm, int sts */); 



interval 

timer expires. It polls the socket to determine if any 
other 

process has established a connection to this socket. 

Arguments: hnd — (IN) a client handle used by SunWindows to 

associat each event with the event handler for 

given client. 

sel — (IN) a flag that tells the routine whether the 

notification is based on real 

time(ITIHER_REAL) or process 

virtual time (ITIMER.VIRTUAL). 

Return value: None 

Side effects: None 

/ 
int chknewsckcnn.notifier(/* int *hnd, int sel */); 

Routine: 

Description: 

dstfrm.notifier 

This routine is the event handler function called by 

Notifier when a frame destroy event occurs. It 

confirms the destroy request and terminates the 

idlview session. 

Arguments: basfrm (IN) — the client which is to be destroyed. 

sts (IN) — the status of the destroy event, 

possible values — DESTROY_CHECKING - check feasible 

destruction 

DESTROY.CLEANUP - go ahead and 

destroy 

Return value: None 

* Side effects: None 

* /  
int dstfrm.notifier(/* int *basfrm, int sts */); 
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APPENDIX B 

Man Page 

This following pages represent the on-line man page information for idlview. 
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NAME 
idlview - A Graphical Data Display Server 

SYNOPSIS 
idlview [ -C Candle file] [-s -x ] [-server «ode-name][-display node-name] 

idlview master & 

DESCRIPTION 
idlview is a server that displays run-time values of IDL instances, idlview master is the master process 
running in the background on a machine on the network, idlview can invoked on the command line to 
create an idlview server window or it can be invoked within a debugger to associate the debugging session 
with an idlview server window. Currently idlview runs under XI1 and Sunview. The version of idlview for 
the X window system is called xidlview and the version for Sunview is called sidlview. A debugger such as 
dbx(\) or dbxtool{ 1) could be used as a debugging session. The idlview window provides a mouse/menu 
interface that can be used to perform additional actions on the displayed instances. The master process pro
vides debugging sessions with idlview server windows. This process reuses existing server windows that 
are not bound to debugger sessions. Existing idlview windows could be used by debugging sessions if the 
idlview windows are not associated with any debugging sessions. Users can choose a particular server win
dow that is free. If a particular server window is not chosen, then the debugging session queries the user for 
the location of the {it idlview) server and the location of the display (only in xidlview). An existing server 
window satisfying the above two user specified conditions is provided to the client debugging process if 
such a window is present. If not present, a new server window is started up and provided. 

The xidlview server display has both graphical and textual capabilities. The sidlview server display has tex
tual capabilities only. The user can select either one interactively during display. In the graphical display, 
IDL instances are displayed as a hierarchically arranged set of nodes interconnected by directed edges to 
form a directed graph. The graph is displayed incrementally. As the user moves the window using the 
scrollbar over the canvas on which the graph is laid out, further layout computation is done. The entire 
graph is laid out once the user's window has traversed the entire canvas on which the graph is laid out. In 
the text display, IDL instances are represented in text form and instances are written sequentially in the 
display window. 

Additional facilities provided in xidlview are a freeze mechanism that copies the contents of the server win
dow to a new window and a identify mechanism that traces selected node names in the current window and 
also in the frozen windows. Other facilities in idlview are listed in the ACTIONS section. 

A modified version of the xdbx debugger is also available to be used as the debugging environment The 
modifications to xdbx include support for user defined command buttons in the xdbx user interface that 
invoke user functions. These functions establish connection between the xdbx session and the idlview 
server and also supply IDL instances that are to be displayed in the idlview window. 

OPTIONS 
idlview accepts the following command line options. In addition to these the X version accepts all of the 
standard X toolkit command line options. 

-C Candle file When the idlview server window is either started up new or is reused, the Candle file 
specified is read by this server process if it has not been read already. For Candle files that have been read 
already, a version check is performed using the file time stamp. If the file already read is the latest version 
no further reading is performed. If there exists a newer version, this version is read. 

-s This option selects the Sunview version sidlview to be used as the server. The Sunview window system 
environment should be running on the user's workstation before sidlview can be invoked. This option can
not be specified along with -x. 

-x This option selects the X version xidlview to be used as the server. The X server should be running on 
the user's workstation before xidlview can be invoked. This option cannot be specified along with -s. 
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-display node-name ( xidlview only) This option specifies the machine represented by the node name on 
which the idlview server window display is to be located. The default location is the machine on which the 
debugging session is located. 

-server node-name This option selects the machine on which the idlview server process is to be located. 
The default location is the machine on which the debugging session is located. 

SETUP TO RUN IDLVIEW 
General Environment 
The socket abstraction of IPC needs to be supported by the operating system, xidlview requires X windows 
version 11 release 4 or higher, sidlview requires SunTools version 1.0 or higher. 

Master Process 
The idlview master process idlview master should be running on any machine on the network that is reach
able from other machines on the network. This process controls all idlview sessions and provides intercon-
nectivity between debugging sessions and idlview servers. 

Debugging Environment 
A debugger such as dbx can be used to debug the user program. The customized xdbx( 1) interface to dbx 
can also be used when using the X environment, idlview supports the use of any symbolic debugger that 
provides facilities to call user functions in the code that is being debugged interactively from within the 
debugger interface. 

The following commands must be in the user's '.dbxinit' file. This file should be placed in the user's home 
directory. 

alias idlview "call sndcdlwdw()" 
alias shownode "call sndfstnod(!:l)" 

The following commands could be included in '.dbxinit' if using dbxtool. 
button ignore sidlview 
button expand shownode 

The following commands could be included in '.dbxinit' if locations for server and display are predeter
mined. 

set idlview_server = "node" 
set idlview_display = "node:0" 

where node is the machine name. 

Compile and Link for idlview 
The following line should be added to the idlc(\) command line, 

-C candle-file 

The program should be compiled for debugging with -g option. 
The following should be added to the cc(l) command line before the IDL library when linking the IDL 
program code: 

-u JDLVlib 

INVOKING AND USING IDLVIEW 
The master process idlview master would normally be started up at boot time. If not running at present, the 
master process should be invoked and run in the background on any machine on the network that is acces
sible to other machines. Individual idlview server processes are capable of starting up the master process 
locally if they are not able to locate the master process. The debugging process locates the master process 
using broadcast facility. 

A server window could be started up before commencement of debugging. The server window is invoked 
by entering idlview at the command line with specific options. If xidlview is invoked, a Candle file could be 
read in by the server. This would make the server window ready to display IDL instances once the debug
ging session is started up. A debugging session can be started by invoking dbx on your code. The idlview 
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command in the debugger should be invoked only after running some portion of your code, idlview reads in 
at startup, the Candle file specified by the user process. This may take a few minutes. The communication 
status indicator displays the status of communication between idlview and the debugging process. In 
ndlview it is located in the status window. In sidlview it is located in the window title bar. The communica
tion status indicator initially displays "Unconnected", indicating that the server window is free to be used. 
While the server is reading the Candle file, the status indicator changes to "Reading Candle file". Once this 
is done, the status indicator displays "Inactive". 

Instances can be displayed by typing, at the debugger prompt, shownode and the node that is to be 
displayed. This node is then displayed in the server window. During the display and until the user presses 
"end session", the status indicator displays "Active". During this time, the dbx prompt is disabled. After the 
end of a session, the dbx prompt returns. The shownode argument must represent a node or a class, not a 
set or sequence. 

After the instances are displayed, the user may interact with the window interface to invoke actions on the 
displayed instances. The idlview window can be removed by selecting the quit option. A debugging session 
can be ended by quitting from dbx. This leaves the xidlview server window for reuse. 

XIDLVIEW INTERFACE 
The xidlview window has three main regions. They are the display region with scroll bars, the command 
region and the status region. The display region has both textual and pictorial display modes and the mode 
of display can be selected by the user. The command region has buttons representing actions that can be 
performed by the user on the instances that are displayed. Basic window manipulations like move, resize, 
close and open are taken care of by the window manager. This provides the look and feel quite similar to 
other windows in the X environment. The various actions that can be performed are listed in the next sec
tion. Information and error messages are displayed in popup windows. The text/graphics region is capable 
of displaying IDL instances as text or in the form of a graph. The desired option between text and graphics 
can be selected using a toggle button in the command region. The status region currently displays the status 
of communication between the xidlview server and the debugging process. Different status values that are 
displayed here are "Unconnected", "Reading Candle file", "Inactive", and "Active". 

SIDLVIEW INTERFACE 
The sidlview window has a single region. This is the text region where IDL instances are displayed in text 
form. A pull-down menu of actions is obtained by clicking the rightmost mouse key on the window title 
bar. Port selection is done by using the pull-right menu located in the pull-down menu. Selecting one of the 
entries in the pull-right menu selects the default IDL port to be used. An action pull-down menu can be 
obtained by clicking the rightmost mouse button in the text region. Actions can be invoked on specific 
instances by clicking the button on top of that instance. The sidlview window can be terminated by select
ing the quit option in the pull-down menu invoked on the window title bar. The sidlview window supports 
only textual display of IDL instances. 

ACTIONS 
This section describes the actions that can be performed in the idlview window. 

end session 
In xidlview this action is activated by pressing the 'end session' button during a display session. In sidlview 
this action is invoked by clicking the rightmost button on the window tide bar and selecting the end session 
option. This action ends a display session and nodes in the previous session can no longer be expanded. 
The dbx prompt returns and control is transferred back to the dbx session. 

help 
(.xidlview only) Pressing the rightmost button at any part of the window except the display region, would 
popup a window with help text about the element upon which the button is pressed. A general help about 
xidlview can be obtained by pressing the 'help* button in the command region. The help feature is provided 
in the frozen windows also. 
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expand attribute 
In xidlview this action can be activated by selecting the attribute to be expanded with the mouse cursor and 
then pressing the 'expand attribute' button in the command sub-window. This action can also be activated 
by using the expand accelerator feature. Pressing the rightmost mouse button on top of the attribute to be 
expanded would perform this action. In sidlview this action is invoked by pressing the rightmost mouse 
button on top of the instance to be expanded and selecting the expand option in the pull-down menu gen
erated. If the attribute that is to be expanded is a node, it expands to its own box with its attributes. If the 
attribute is a set or a sequence, it expands to a series of boxes, each containing one element of the set or 
sequence. Attributes displayed on expansion are themselves available for expansion. If the xidlview graphi
cal display option is chosen, this option is not available. Nodes are automatically expanded in the graphical 
version when the user moves the scrollbar. 

more detail 
In xidlview this can be activated by selecting the attribute on which more detail should be performed and 
then pressing the 'more detail' button in the command sub-window. This can also be activated by pressing 
the middle mouse button on top of the attribute. In sidlview this action is invoked by pressing the rightmost 
mouse button on top of the instance and selecting the more detail option in the pull-down menu generated. 
This action displays more detail about the selected item, such as its address and the value. 

select port 
In xidlview ports can be selected by pressing the 'select port' button inside the command sub-window. 
This displays a pull-down menu with each entry in the menu being a port name. In sidlview ports can be 
selected by clicking the rightmost mouse button on the window title bar, selecting the pull-right menu 
corresponding to IDL ports and selecting an entry from the menu. Selecting a port causes nodes to be 
displayed with only the attributes declared for the IDL structure associated with that port. Selecting the 
'invariant' menu entry, which is the default, causes nodes to be displayed with all attributes declared for 
them in all structures. The port that is selected is displayed on the port selector button. 

Candle file 
(xidlview only) Pressing this button in the command sub-window with the mouse button pops up a window 
which displays the currently read in Candle file. It also displays a flag which indicates whether the Candle 
file has changed since it was read in by xidlview and whether you would like to read in the new version. It 
also queries whether you would like to read in a Candle file different in name from the present one already 
read in. If so the name of the Candle file can be edited and then read. 

freeze 
(xidlview only) This action creates a new window called the frozen window, onto which the contents of the 
current session in the main window are copied. This provides a copy of a particular instance at a particular 
point of time during a debugging session. This helps in tracing the changes occurring to a particular node. 
Time stamps are placed on the frozen windows for time reference. Any number of frozen windows can be 
created. 

identify 
(xidlview only) In the textual mode, pressing this button after selecting a particular node would highlight all 
instances of this node in all the frozen windows, and also list all instances of this node in the current win
dow in a popup. The user can select an entry in the popup to be highlighted. In the graphical mode, there 
would be only one instance of a particular object in a window, and hence there would be no popup for the 
main window. All instances of this object in the frozen and main windows are highlighted. 

detach 
(xidlview only) If the xidlview process hangs due to communication errors or some other reason, pressing 
the detach button in the command sub-window reinitializes xidlview and reestablishes the socket connec
tion between the user and xidlview processes. 
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explain 
(xidlview only) This action displays the source for the declaration of IDL object that was selected. The 
source is displayed in a idlbrowse session in a separate window. Information about the objects, whose 
source is requested is transferred to idlbrowse using an temporary file. 

print 
(xidlview only) This action prints the contents of the main window on the screen on directly on a printer. 
Popup windows help the user in choosing the option and also specifying which printer to use for printing. 

goto 
(.xidlview only) This action invoked after selecting an IDL node place-holder would move the cursor to the 
actual location of the node. The label of the button now changes from goto to return. Selecting return on 
the same node would return the cursor back to the place-holder. 

change display mode 
(xidlview only) This action is a toggle that changes the mode of the display of IDL instances from text to 
graphics and vice versa. This operation is provided in the frozen windows also. The current mode of 
display is displayed on the action button. 

refresh 
(xidlview) This action redraws the graph in the current pane. 

version 
Selecting this button displays the current version of idlview that is being used. 

quit 
In xidlview this action is selected by clicking the leftmost mouse button on the quit command button. In 
sidlview this action is selected by clicking the rightmost button on the window title bar and selecting the 
quit option. Selecting this will popup a window which queries the user for confirmation to exit. Pressing 
the 'ok' button would terminate idlview. This action is also provided in the frozen windows. 

FILES 
bin/idlview - idlview program 
bin/xidlview - xidlview executable 
bin/sidlview - sidlview executable 
bin/idlview_master - master process executable 
bin/xdbx - customized xdbx debugger 
misc/dbxinit - sample dbxinit file 
misc/idlview_bitmap - bitmap of the idlview icon 
misc/XIdlview - widget resource file for xidlview 
lib/libidl.a - IDL library 

SEE ALSO 
cc(l), dbx(l), dbxtool(l), idl(l), idlbrowse(l), idlc(l), ps(l), sunview(l), twm(l), X(l), xdbx(l), 
xserver(l), socket(2), Candle(5) 
IDLView User's Manual 

DIAGNOSTICS 
Most error messages appear in the window with an 'ok' button for user acknowledgement. 

Some messages appear in the dbx window; they do not require acknowledgement 

AUTHORS 
IDLView was designed and implemented by Ralph Cook at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Vijay Anand at the University of Arizona modified IDLView extensively to create sidlview and added more 
features and X windows support to sidlview to create xidlview. Vijay Anand also integrated xidlview and 
sidlview to form idlview. 
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LIMITATIONS 
xidlview requires XI1 release 4 or higher. 

Only the first process listed in the IDL source file may be debugged. 

Only default implementations of Integers and Rationals are supported. 

Only the linked-list implementation of sets and sequences is supported. 

Only the C target language is supported. 

There is a soft limit of 20,000 displayed characters for the sidlview text window. 

idlbrowse is not yet supported. 

BUGS 
Private type attributes cannot be expanded. 

Any XI1 exception is terminated with a message. Error recovery is not yet provided. 
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